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Good prospects over-priced

The three stocks in today’s screen have all exhibited steep share price performance
year-to-date, each now standing materially above pre-covid levels, all helped by strong
underlying market dynamics and/or positive upgrade cycles through the past 12 months. In all
three cases, valuations looked to have over-extended allowing the positives to be overly
dominant, potentially ignoring risk and matters that still need to be worked through or proven.
Thus, the strong outperformance for NCC, St James Place and Mortgage Advice Bureau could
struggle to continue.

Ever onwards and upwards?

● NCC Group. An ever more connected world needs both confidence of access to
mission critical software and an assurance that connected systems are safe and
secure, needs which will only increase. These needs fully describe NCC’s market
proposition. Following a transformative acquisition, NCC has the scope to deliver
sustained growth if the marriage value can be unlocked. There could be good
value here, but many ifs and buts need to be worked out, especially the more
tangential benefits from the Iron Mountain acquisition and whether there will be
a short-term dent from high wage inflation. At 26x PE, risk looks underpriced.

● St James Place. This  wealth management business is not without a history of
controversy, but undeniably does seem still to be able to deliver growth and
income. After two and a half years of indifferent share price performance, the
shares have near trebled post-Covid, but what has changed? Costs are to be
better managed and some poorer practices eliminated which has driven a strong
upgrade cycle, but the share price has outrun the higher forecasts. The shares
look pricey fundamentally, and more so against the peer group.

● Mortgage Advice Bureau. A slowing housing market with increasingly strained
affordability might appear negative for a mortgage advisory business. However,
MAB’s model is based on market share gains within a highly fragmented
industry (in which it is already the market leader) which has been well-executed,
allowing good growth even when the mortgage market was in the doldrums. The
shares are rated, however, on a PE >40x,  which is misaligned with even the best
outcome and leaves the shares looking over-bought.

Analyst: Robin Hardy
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NCC Group – better connected

Source: FactSet

Benjamin Franklin said the only sure things in life were death and taxes: today one could

reasonably add cyber security to that list. As the world becomes ever more connected

and cloud-based, cyber criminals increasingly try to break in. We could further add to that

statement the requirement always to have access to the mission-critical software that

runs at the heart of a business, power infrastructure, booking system or healthcare

system. NCC fills both of these increasingly business critical needs through its two

divisions: Assurance and Escrow.

Assurance

This is a consultancy business that advises businesses/organisations of all sizes and many

government departments on cyber security. It does not offer products, hardware or

outsourced management of security, primarily because it remains wholly the

responsibility of the data holder/owner to keep that data secure – it cannot be offloaded

to a third party. This is, essentially, a ‘white hat’ hacking business that helps businesses to

identify weak spots and correct vulnerabilities in their cyber security by mimicking the

actions of malicious hackers. Data breaches are very common and the impact on a
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business’ reputation and the heavy EU imposed fines (up to 10 per cent per cent of global

revenues) can be crippling.

As IT transitions progressively to cloud-based solutions, the number of potential

vulnerabilities rises and with more people working in remote locations those

vulnerabilities rise exponentially. The need for cyber security consulting rises

exponentially along with this trend, producing a large pool of potential work that can be

expected to grow much faster than underlying economies and do so for many years to

come. NCC indicates a target long-term market expansion CAGR of around 10 per cent.

While this is nominally within the IT field, it is more practically akin to a support services

business and because the revenue is primarily billing for staff, margins are well below

those for, say, software (which might deliver 70-90 per cent gross), at around 10 per cent.

This presents a couple of pressure points for NCC regardless of the underlying industry

momentum:

Staff churn – this industry has very high staff turnover largely due to poaching by

both competition and client companies wanting to bring some resources in-house.

NCC has around 400 cyber consultants but needs to hire around 100 more each

year to maintain numbers of its most senior staff and the pipeline of rising stars.

This can be hard to fulfill as the pool of suitably capable consultants is relatively

small which potentially leaves NCC short of billable staff.

Wage inflation – while general wage inflation might be only around 4-5 per cent,

in very niche areas such as NCC’s it is running at 15-25 per cent. While in the

longer term such costs are just passed through in revised contract pricing, this

does risk creating timing issues. Contracts may only last six to nine months, but

with such high wage growth and typically no escalator clauses, there is some risk

of short-term margin pressure. More significantly there are contracts delayed

because of Covid which have fixed prices where much greater wage increases will

have to be absorbed by NCC.

The latter could drag on margins in H2 of 2021 and is likely to prevent upgrades

that could/should have flowed from the underlying market strength in 2021 and

2022. However, this effect will likely be masked by the impact of the IPM

acquisition (see later) and much improved expectation management by the board.

Over-promising in the past has been an issue for NCC and still, to some extent,

casts a shadow over the market’s view of the whole enterprise.

Assurance is a strong business area but one that has operational and practical constraints

and essentially this is not an IT business and as such is not going to attract the ratings of
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other stocks in the same sector.  Growth is steady but not stellar and needs to be worked

at hard in order to grow.

Escrow
A curious but highly profitable line of business for NCC is software escrow. This is

effectively a form of insurance that provides a mechanism for a user of bespoke or highly

tailored software to know that that software will remain available should the software

house that created it cease trading or suffer catastrophic loss of its libraries. NCC offers

depository services to hold the latest working version of the software housed in its own

data centres so that the user of the software can be assured that it will always have

independently managed access. This is passive storage of source code rather than cloud

hosting of software for operation or a ‘git’ mechanism used for tracking changes in a

collaborative environment. In some cases, NCC will also offer testing and verification

services to ensure that the software it houses remains fit for its intended purpose.

While the software access issues are uncommon, it is increasingly critical that businesses,

governments and other organisations can guarantee business continuity, so demand for

this type of service is growing steadily. It is not spectacular growth, the board targets a

mid-to-high single digit annual percentage growth rate and is confident that the high

margins (approaching 50 per cent Ebit) can be sustained. However,  key changes are in

hand.

■ Cloud solutions – Software as a service (SaaS) is a growing trend in IT more

broadly and is where a client ‘rents’ a software solution, paying on a monthly basis

rather than paying periodically (says every two to five years) for a ‘box version’ of

the solution. This is how most users of Microsoft Office now operate, for example.

NCC is looking to adapt its offering in the same vein, calling this ‘Escrow as a

Service’ or EaaS. This is a lower margin business than traditional escrow, but it is

important that NCC moves in this direction to fend off offerings from cloud

service generalists and sustain its market position.

When looking at any cloud services discipline it is always wise to check up on

Amazon (AWS), Google (Cloud Platform) and Microsoft as any move by these

industry leaders could doom any others’ ventures. However, there is probably

little risk here.. Escrow is only a $180m a year market, potentially $2bn if all

possible business users signed up, but this is only a tiny fraction of the

$450bn-$500bn value of all cloud services. That said, pushing this out more

aggressively in the US (see later) could attract unwanted attention.
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■ Expansion – in June NCC purchased IPM, the software escrow operations of US

information management services giant Iron Mountain. This acquisition has had a

profound impact on forecasts driving a 39 per cent increase in consensus EPS and

has helped push up the share price by around one quarter. For $220m, NCC has

purchased $21.6m of historic Ebitda which is at least stable (profits have been

flatlining due to long-term under-investment), pricing the deal at barely 10x

Ebitda against its own 15x: in practice the effective purchase multiple is likely to

be higher as there will be some customer attrition. Robin Speakman at Shore

Capital thinks that loss could be as high as 30-40 per cent, although believes that

NCC will have factored this into its assumptions.

However, this should be offset by fresh investment and some marriage value with

existing operations. This purchase swells divisional revenues by some 60 per cent

and Ebitda by nearer 90 per cent leading to accretion to NCC’s earnings from day

one, despite a $99m share issue and $70m of additional debt.

The purchase of IPM is expected to deliver more than the simple bolt-on of a new stream

of high-margin revenues:

■ Larger US footprint – this is the largest market globally for escrow and one in

which NCC was making some, but slow, progress. Some 6,000 new customers

have been initially acquired.

■ Tax savings – the purchase price of IPM is substantially goodwill (typical for the IT

sector) and goodwill created in an acquisition structured as an asset sale under

section 338 of the Federal tax code is tax deductible and amortizable over 15

years. This will be highly beneficial with the likely effective tax rate savings to be at

c.29 per cent.

■ EaaS into the US – IPM was market leader in US software escrow, but had not

pursued escrow as a SaaS. This indicates the extent of under-investment here and

underscores how much additional value overall could be wrung out under NCC’s

control.

■ Assurance services to IPM’s clients – IPM was essentially only an escrow

business with very little in assurance or any other form of cyber security. The

bullish view is that NCC can cross sell its expertise into the new customer base

and open up a much larger market in the US. A cautious view would be that IPM’s

customers are already in bed with another supplier so this, while potentially

substantial, is unproven.

NCC’s markets have a lot of potential, and the marriage value with IPM is well set out, but

NCC still has much to prove for delivery of incremental earnings beyond the straight
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bolt-on profit increment and still some historic mistrust of promised delivery has to be

overcome. As recently as early 2019, NCC suffered a 30 per cent sell off when a solid

trading update fell short of what the market had hoped NCC would deliver from strong

underlying market conditions.

There should be positives here, but NCC needs to prove that it can carve the return from

the favourable backdrop.

■ Scope for additional upgrades for new business lines – while the timing and

quantity are unclear at this stage, there is ample scope for EPS from 2023

onwards to be upgraded. However, it feels unlikely that these will be inked in by

analysts until closer to that time.

■ Revitalisation of core escrow business – both IPM’s and NCC’s escrow business

were largely flatlining (see chart 1 for NCC), but if IPM has been neglected, there

is a good chance that 1+1 can equal more than just the 2 we now see.

Chart 1: Sales and EBIT for NCC’s existing escrow business

Source: FactSet

The share price looks already to be reflecting an expectation of earnings uplift beyond the

initial, mechanical addition from IPM so further re-rating of the shares from here feels

unlikely. The potential under-recovery of wage inflation is an issue that could yet bite

later in 2021. NCC’s history of mistrust by investors still hangs over the stock and if there

is any delay or undershoot from the integration of IPM, the share price reaction is likely to

be sharply negative – that risk does not feel well reflected in a PE of 26x, which might be

OK for a pure IT business, but less so for something more akin to support services.
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St James Place – a strong proposition but all in the price

Source: FactSet

The UK largest financial adviser/wealth management business St James Place (SJP)
never feels far from controversy or criticism. A recent review by financial services

industry commentator Yodelar of  SJP was pretty damning, finding poorly performing

funds, very restricted choice for selecting investment, high on-going fees and substantial

exit charges. Elsewhere some observers find its reporting to be somewhat opaque, others

feel the remuneration/rewards mechanisms for advisers are archaic and there has been a

recent bout of shareholder activism focused on high and poorly managed central costs.

Losing momentum?
Most of these criticisms have circulated around the group for some time, yet new

customers continue to sign up and assets under management (AUM) are substantial

(£144bn at the last count) and funds flowing in annually remain high (gross £14.3bn in FY

2020 and £8.5bn net of extractions). That said, funds flowing in had started to slow even

before Covid, reversing for the first time in over a decade in 2019: they dropped again in

2020 but it is hard to read anything into such a turbulent trading period. However,

elsewhere in personal finance (look at Plus 500 and CMC during Covid) working from

home gave many people more time to consider their investments so the continued

decline into 2021 may have more resonance.
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Chart 1: Net inflow of new funds

Source: St James Place

Part of the reason for the decline is likely to be the slower growth in the number of tied

financial advisers, which has been rising at c. 9 per cent, but rose less than ? per cent in

2020. In this field, there is a direct correlation between the adviser headcount and

activity levels. The level of withdrawals and surrenders remains fairly constant at around

4 per cent of the AUM each year (investors look to be tapping their funds at the classic

‘affordable’ rate of withdrawal) so there is no evidence of significant leakage or departure

of clients.

Swings and roundabouts for investors

A problem for SJP must be that as the markets for investment advice and investment

platforms become wider, its relative performance and relative costs become ever more

apparent. Another problem with SJP is that it is not truly an independent financial

advisory business but instead is more like a salesforce for its own tied products. While it

offers a full range of personal financial advice and services it may not be the best option

for many investors.

That said, a typical target for SJP is a wealthier client (typical portfolios are in excess of

£150,000) who is time poor and is unwilling or unable to wrestle with the complexities of

pension allowances, tax implications, asset allocations or investment strategies and is

likely simply to target the market leader. As long as performance is positive most clients

seem to be happy to stay put.
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A key advantage for SJPis that the UK is structurally short of qualified financial advisers

and the market has still not fully recovered from the collapse in numbers in the run up the

Retail Distribution Review (RDR) in 2012: customers have limited choice. Banks continue

to withdraw capacity, the FCA makes it ever harder for individuals to qualify to give full

spectrum advice and following Pension Freedoms in April 2015 along with ever greater

complexity (especially in pensions), the demand for advice has exploded. This provides a

strong structural tailwind for the market leader who is not short on growth ambition.

From last year's £129bn of AUM, SJP is targeting £200bn by 2025: it has made good

progress in H1 of FY 2021, ticking this figure up to almost £144bn, although £9.5bn of

this was from the surging equity markets. Most analysts are pencilling in that AUM will

reach that aggressive target by 2024, given a supportive stock market.  If net funds flow

in by £12bn this year and rise by 8 per cent thereafter (their average rate for the last

decade), the £200bn target would be reached by 2025 even without any underlying

market  increases. As fees are earned passively on the value of the AUM, revenues should

grow strongly as long as costs can be well managed - this has been an issue in recent

years for SJP.

Can trading performance be sustained?

The shares have seen a strong upgrade cycle through most of 2021, with the mean profit

expectation for FY2021 today around one third higher than it was a year ago, and

expectations for FY2022 are 40 per cent higher. In contrast, estimates for AUM have

barely changed, rising only 6 per cent. The driver here is likely to be the review of costs

and operating structures brought about by the bout of activism in Q3 of 2020 when

PrimeStone Capital wrote an open letter warning that a “bloated organisational

structure” was a threat to profitability. SJP has since culled its more excessive rewards for

successful advisers, trimmed staff numbers and lowered ‘establishment costs’ (the cost of

winning and setting up new customers). Overall, SJP has convinced investors that it can

limit ‘controllable costs’ (i.e. those not paid away to third parties and/or set by the level of

AUM) to just 5 per cent increases, which will increase the operational leverage from the

rise in AUM, which should be closer to 10 per cent.

The rise in the share price has been impressive but it is hard to see that it can sustain

anything like the pace of the last 8 months: the shares are up 40 per cent year to date.

There are already aggressive targets for AUM growth, the size & dynamics of the market

for advice is already well established, cost issues have been addressed and some of the

more concerning remuneration practices culled. But what else is there to drive the

valuation? The shares already trade on a sizable premium to the peer group if one uses

the more cautious measures of profitability (see later) – double the PE of Rathbones and

50 per cent higher than Quilter, Charles Stanley, Brooks MacDonald and Brewin Dolphin.
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The market may also be choosing to look through the market risks (as highlighted by

Quilter in its recent interim results) and potentially interpreting the effects of market

turbulence and the peculiarities of investment patterns during covid as stronger growth

than is really present.

The danger now must be that any, even moderate, slippage or cautionary tone in trading

updates or signs that the improvements to costs and practices were not sustained, could

hit the rating. All possible good news looks to be in the share price and, perhaps, too little

to reflect risk. Wealth management is still a positive market but the value looks to be in

the peer group, a fact highlighted by the recent offer for Charles Stanley by US financial

services business Raymond James at a 43 per cent premium to the prevailing share price.

Careful what you look at

Investors need to take some care when looking at SJP’s reported numbers, as the

company reports a lot of its key figures on a number of different bases

Looking at SJP on a price to book basis, for example, the stock can appear very cheap but

caution is required. As SJP is listed in the Life Insurance sector it reports many of its

accounting items as if it were a life insurance company even though it is not: its immediate

comparable businesses are all classed as investment managers. This manifests itself very

well in how the net asset value is calculated. Using the European Embedded Value, which

projects fees or premiums for the whole of a client’s life and discounts back to a NPV, SJP

presents an NAV per share of almost 1,500p. This makes the shares appear very cheap.

However, using a normal IFRS accounting approach, NAV is only 198p per share. While

SJP does have very ‘sticky’ clients (annual retention rate is around 96 per cent) basing a

current valuation on projections that may run out for 60 years can be viewed as

somewhat imprudent.

There is a similar issue with reported profit where three figures are typically presented:

IFRS, sash basis and EEV. In H1, IFRS profit was down by one third, cash profit up by two-

thirds and EEV was just above double the same period in 2020. This makes it difficult to

see how well the business is actually trading and can skew opinions on whether the

shares are good or poor value.
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Mortgage Advice Bureau – good prospects, wrong valuation

Source: FactSet

A strong mortgage market, but now cooling

The demand for mortgages has been exceptionally strong in late 2020 and into 2021, as

shown in Chart 1, after a prolonged period in the doldrums reaching back as far as 2015.

Some of the surge has been a rebound from the market’s virtual shutdown for several

months in 2020, partly due to the temporary suspension of Stamp Duty (SDLT) now

ending and partly because of the much publicised ‘escape to the country’ driven by the

rise in working from home. Businesses attached to the mortgage and wider housing

market have made hay, but these drivers are winding down now and with mortgage rates

generally higher than pre-Covid and most houses at least 10 per cent more expensive,

mortgage demand could easily fall back to those doldrum levels.

While the total number of new mortgages transacted may be settling back, the way that

those mortgages are originated has a different dynamic. Today, some 75 per cent of new

loans come through an intermediary with lenders preferring to pay commissions to third

parties to originate new business for them rather than selling mortgages directly. These

payments are a fairly modest flat fee (c.£1,000 – this is the least complex form of financial

advice and has the lowest qualification standards) and are not related to the mortgage

size or house price. This is where Mortgage Advice Bureau (MAB) fits into the picture,

tangentially at least.
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Chart 1: UK mortgage approval for home movers

Source: BankStats

MAB is not itself a mortgage broker, adviser or originator, but rather provides a range of

services to those who do so via a technology platform known as MIDAS Pro. This is a

toolkit that allows independent mortgage brokers and advisers to offer applicable and

compliant licenced mortgage advice to the public and avoid the need to undertake

compliance procedures on its own account. It also offers administration, financial tools

and customer questionnaires plus access to special mortgage deals not available

in-branch directly with the lender or elsewhere online.

In exchange for the use of its toolkit, MAB will share (c. 25 per cent) the commission or

‘procuration fee’ paid out by the mortgage lender. This is typically on a flat fee basis rather

than a percentage of the mortgage sum. Historically, fees were only paid on newly written

business and not product roll-overs or re-mortgages but today a reduced fee is collected

on these transactions. MAB’s tools played a major role in facilitating this change which

has proven to be a win-win for lenders , brokers and MAB.

Making progress against a flat backdrop

So where, in a potentially flat market where revenue is not related to rising house prices

or the size of mortgage loans, is a growth story for investors? This is a market share and

consolidation story, which is why MAB has reported steady growth right through the

period when total mortgage activity was in the doldrums (see chart 2). Mortgage advice is

a highly fragmented market with MAB connecting the largest network of small, local

brokers in the UK, but still only accounting for around 6.5 per cent of the market. In
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addition to earning fees for mortgage origination, its clients also sell through an array of

other financial products and services broadly related to home ownership or movement

that generate commissions: insurance cover for mortgage payment protection, income

protection, life assurance, critical illness cover, buildings & contents insurance, and

mover’s protection (recouping costs from a failed housing transaction).  Client fees also

arise on more detailed/complex advice (rather than simple brokerage) and on the likes of

exit or early repayment fees: these are shared between the lender, the broker and MAB.

The relative scale of these different income streams are shown in chart 3.

Chart 2: Mortgage approvals and MAB’s revenue

Source: FactSet, BankStats
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Chart 3: MAB’s revenue sources

Source: Mortgage Advice Bureau

Strained affordability is a positive

Many homebuyers today are stretched in terms of affordability which is likely to narrow

their choices for available mortgage products. When a customer’s needs become more

complex in this way, the value of using a broker increases and the chances of being able to

secure a loan improve. After a year of double digit house price inflation there are going to

be many more marginal buyers struggling to access the mortgage market who are likely to

need more help. This should mean more business for brokers and advisers.

Sweetening the proposition

To date, MAB has essentially been a passive provider of enabling tools that allow

independent brokers to execute well, but leaves them having to drum up their own

business. Going forward, MAB intends to act also as a lead generator to funnel new

customers to a local adviser. While not yet disclosed with whom, MAB plans to establish

itself on one of the UK’s comparison websites, all of which are already well established in

showing mortgage products. Many of these are ‘broker only’ mortgages, which are likely

to rise as a share of all products on offer as lenders increasingly wish to outsource the

process of origination.

Having more direct feeds to mortgage products and potential customers who are already

proven to be making enquiries should help to draw more brokers into alignment with

MAB, as for brokers and advisers the cost of new customer acquisition remains relatively

high, largely traditional or online advertising. Many brokers also buy lists of potential

buyers from marketing companies, but this is expensive and can be somewhat
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hit-and-miss. While we would expect MAB to look for a larger share of the fees payable

from the lender than for procuration, the marginal benefit to the broker of incremental

business would more than make it worthwhile for them to accept. Their net profit per

customer should rise as the cost of acquisition falls.

An announcement on this is expected in the autumn and could allow analysts to step up

forecasts and growth rates.

Consolidating the market

MAB grows by bringing more advisers into its fold and it has been successful in raising

the number of ‘appointed representatives’ or adviser firms using its platform, either

organically, by alignment with small broker clusters or in some cases by acquiring them.

While buying businesses outright is relatively rare, MAB has been active buying First

Mortgage a telephone-only broker with c.100 advisers (in 2019), Evolve Financial

Solutions (July this year) which added 35 advisers in East Anglia and Metro Finance

(owned via a minority company) adding over 40 advisers in Sheffield. Often MAB will

initially purchase a minority or even non-controlling stake to allow the business to remain

substantially independent.

Buying businesses allows MAB to add specialisms to its network very quickly, and this has

enabled it to expand into areas such as shared-ownership loans, new build homes or

specialist services such as conveyancing or structural surveys with critical mass on day

one.

There are still myriad small, local and niche businesses available to acquire or to align

with, especially in locales where MAB is under-represented such as the south west, East

Anglia and the south coast. Even after steady expansion (see chart 4) for the past decade,

MAB still only holds a total market share of c.6.5 per cent with 1,580 advisers at the end

of 2020 and the scope for consolidation is immense.

In 2019, the FCA estimated that there were 1,596 pure mortgage intermediary firms in

the UK with almost 15,000 advisers and many more within multidisciplinary firms.

The Association of Mortgage Intermediaries reckons that the number is double this plus

4,000 IFAs writing occasional business.
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Chart 4: Year-end adviser numbers in the MAB network

Source: Mortgage Advice Bureau. Forecast numbers: Shore Capital Markets

A rosy outlook

The outlook for MAB appears strong, seemingly regardless of how the mortgage market

resets through the rest of 2021 and into 2022. It is possible that in H2 of this year

mortgage approvals will drop back below the long-run trend of 100,000 new approvals

per month as demand rebalances after the distortions of the last 12-18 months.

Thereafter, demand  should be expected to normalise back towards this long-run level.

As long as MAB continues to add to its headcount of advisers, which it has done

consistently for a decade and more, we can look forward to a positive PBT trend of

around 12-15 per cent per annum without really needing to worry about any loss of

momentum for at least five years. Consensus forecast growth is higher near-term, but

this is skewed by catch-up business in 2021 and 2022 from the recent  housing market

turbulence.

Trading on a hefty valuation

So, growth is both strong and on solid foundations here with growth comfortably ahead

of the market average for the next two years at least. However, the rating is exceptionally

high with a PE of close to 40x to December 2021 only falling to c.31x the following year
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based on consensus estimates. This is materially more than double the market average

and although growth is above average, it is not high enough to confidently support this

sort of premium.

The surge in the share price (almost 70 per cent year-to-date) has been driven purely by a

re-rating and not by EPS upgrades with the year 2 PE rising from 17x at the start of

January: the stock did look under-valued at that point. There is some scope for upgrades,

but it feels limited with forecasts already assuming a 14 per cent CAGR in the number of

advisers through to 2023. As MAB begins to act more as a lead generator, this could pick

up but only moderately; there could be greater focus on acquiring regional and/or

specialist advisory businesses but major step change has not been a feature here

historically and it is unclear how well that would be managed if it did occur.

All told, the shares need a material re-rating cycle to validate the current share price at

almost 1,400p and it is not at all clear where that will come from: notably, there were no

material upgrades following the July 2021 trading update. It is suggested in some

quarters that the rating deserves to be high because it is a technology stock, but that is

spurious. Certainly the benefits for advisers spring from a proprietary IT platform and,

increasingly, web-apps are being rolled out for MAB’s clients to use, but that is really now

the norm for many/most businesses.

After the surge in the share price, MAB could possibly qualify for admission to the

FTSE250 index as its current market value is close to £750m, with the bottom rung in

that index now standing around £130m lower. However, this is not assured especially

after such a sharp rise in the share price and would be insufficient, in any case, to justify

such a re-rating.

A fair rating for MAB based on the high and visible growth feels more like a maximum of a

50 per cent premium to the FTSE 250 index, which would mean a year 2 PE of now more

than 25x or a share price of 1140p. The shares look to have run too far, for now.
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